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ABSTRACT

A language style is a representation of individual language in accordance with a situation or a condition. People will get the most effectiveness attention from listener if they are capable of delivering message properly through their way of communicating. Based on that case, this research aims to find out (1) the types of language style used by Eric Thomas in the motivational video “Wake Up Early & Make It Happen”, and (2) the way language style is used by Eric Thomas in the motivational video “Wake Up Early & Make It Happen”. 

The design of this research is a descriptive qualitative research in which the data are analyzed in the form of words descriptively. Besides, the object of this research is the transcript of the motivational video entitled “Wake Up Early & Make It Happen”. The research and transcript video are as the instrument of this research. Then, the main theory of this research uses Martin Joos theory which divides language style into five types that are frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate.

The result of this research shows that Eric Thomas as the motivational speaker uses casual, formal and consultative style. It occurs because it is to motivate audience effectively. Eric Thomas creates relaxed and comfortable atmosphere through his casual style. Moreover, Eric Thomas delivers emphatically his speech to the audiences and emphasizes his mind towards them by using formal and consultative style. As the result, Eric Thomas is capable of holding the audience attention to make them understand and notice the message from Eric Thomas’s motivation exactly.

Keywords: Language Style, Casual style, Formal style, Consultative style.
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